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Abstract
In an effort to strengthen global capacity to prevent, detect, and control infectious diseases in animals
and people, the United States Agency for International Development’s (USAID) Emerging Pandemic
Threats (EPT) PREDICT program funded development of regional, national, and local One Health
capacities for early disease detection, rapid response, disease control, and risk reduction. From the outset,
the EPT approach was inclusive of social science research methods designed to understand the contexts
and behaviors of communities living and working at human-animal-environment interfaces considered
high-risk for virus emergence. Using qualitative and quantitative approaches, PREDICT behavioral
research aimed to identify and assess a range of known and unknown socio-cultural behaviors that could
be influential in zoonotic disease emergence, amplification, and transmission. This broad approach to
behavioral risk characterization enabled us to identify and characterize human activities that could be
linked to the transmission dynamics of new and emerging viruses. This paper provides a discussion of
implementation of a social science approach within a zoonotic surveillance framework. We conducted indepth ethnographic interviews and focus groups to better understand the individual- and community-level
knowledge, attitudes, and practices that potentially put participants at risk for zoonotic disease
transmission from the animals they live and work with. When we asked highly-exposed individuals (ie.
bushmeat hunters, wildlife or guano farmers) about the risk they perceived in their occupational activities,
most did not perceive it to be risky, whether because it was normalized by years (or generations) of doing
such an activity, or due to lack of information about potential risks. Integrating the social sciences allows
investigations of the specific human activities that are hypothesized to drive disease emergence,
amplification, and transmission, in order to better substantiate behavioral disease drivers, along with the
social dimensions of infection and transmission dynamics. Understanding these dynamics is critical to
achieving health security--the protection from threats to health-- which requires investments in both
collective and individual health security. Involving behavioral sciences into zoonotic disease surveillance
allowed us to push toward fuller community integration and engagement and toward dialogue and
implementation of recommendations for disease prevention and improved health security.

Background
Globalization has radically catalyzed the everyday movements of people, animals, technology, goods,
capital, and services worldwide. While this transformation has been broadly regarded as an economic
boon, it has also increased the opportunities for diseases to spread geographically and potentially
between species (Saker et al. 2004; Wolfe et al. 2005). Land use change, such as the building of roads or
cities where once there were forests, creates a chain reaction of ecological, socio-economic, human
behavioral, and regional fauna impacts that are believed to be linked to how infectious diseases emerge.
Globally, urbanization has led to drastic growth in the density of human populations living in cities,
increasing the potential for large infectious disease outbreaks (Neiderud 2015, Hassell et al. 2017). Per
capita meat consumption has rapidly expanded over the last half century, driving the development of
high-density livestock operations that provide opportunities for large-scale animal disease outbreaks
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(Ritchie & Roser 2017). Constant demand for cropland and grazing land, as well as aggressive resource
extraction, has resulted in drastic environmental transformations, including habitat destruction, forest
encroachment, and interspecies mixing (Ancrenaz, Dabek, and O'Neil, 2007). Zoonotic diseases – those
with an animal host or reservoir – are responsible for some of the most impactful and devastating
outbreaks in recent years. Seventy-five percent of emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) are zoonotic in
origin, including Ebola, Influenza A strains H5N1 and H9N2, Hantaviruses, and human sleeping sickness
(Morse et al. 2012; Taylor, Latham & Woolhouse, 2001). One Health, an approach that recognizes human,
animal, and environmental health as linked, has proven valuable in recent emerging infectious disease
research and surveillance efforts and is representative of trends in the transmission of pathogens across
species (Bidaisee & MacPherson, 2014).
The concept of One Health is a revitalization and expansion of the concept of One Medicine, developed in
the 1970s by Calvin Schwabe to recognize the inextricable interconnection of humans and animals in the
domains of nutrition, livelihood, and health (Zinsstag et al. 2011). In the 2000s, the concept of One Health
was adopted to further broaden the concept of One Medicine to include ecosystem health – including the
influence of climate, plants, and wildlife on global health (Zinsstag et al. 2011). International
organizations, including FAO, OIE, WHO, and The World Bank, soon codified a One Health strategy to
guide research and capacity development efforts towards the prevention, detection, and response of
infectious diseases (FAO et al. 2008). One Health is defined as “a collaborative, multisectoral, and
transdisciplinary approach — working at the local, regional, national, and global levels — with the goal of
achieving optimal health outcomes recognizing the interconnection between people, animals, plants, and
their shared environment (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2018).
While the inclusion of the environment in One Health thinking has greatly increased our ability to tackle
today’s complex health problems (driven by climate, mobility, and land-use changes), a growing number
of scholars argue that much of the resulting One Health work has perpetuated a false dichotomy between
“natural” and “social” systems and prioritized the study of “natural” ecological systems over “social”
systems (Rock et al. 2009; Zinsstag et al. 2011; Woldehanna & Zimicki 2015). These scholars point out
that domesticated animals, plants, and wildlife, are as much a “part of the environment of humans” as
they are a “part of the social systems of humans” (Zinsstag et al. 2011). It is not enough to track evershifting geographic territories of plant and animal species; they argue that we need to understand how
these species’ territories, behaviors, and biologies are co-constituted by human social systems. This
dynamic, interdependent vision is similar to the biocultural conservation principle that suggests that
interventions must be tailored to the social-ecological context and that different worldviews and
knowledge systems must be incorporated into conservation planning (IUCN, 2015). Without a nuanced
understanding of specific human activities, “how, where and when people interact with animals,” it is
impossible to understand the actual risk for zoonotic spillover events (Woldehanna & Zimicki 2015). To
adequately understand human activity as an integrated part of both the physical and social environment,
One Health teams should strive to include professionals from disciplines such as anthropology,
economics, political science, psychology, and sociology (Rock et al. 2009).
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The imperative to understand human activity in the context of zoonotic disease outbreaks was perhaps
best exemplified during the 2014 West Africa Ebola epidemic, where dysfunctional health systems, denial
of the existence of Ebola, and burial practices involving contact with the deceased exacerbated
containment of the outbreak (Lo et al. 2017). Following recent EVD outbreaks in DRC, West Africa, and
Uganda, the behavioral sciences – medical anthropology in particular – have been highlighted as having
a critical contribution to understanding the social dynamics of zoonotic disease emergence and spread,
as well as developing effective response interventions for disease control (Hewlett and Hewlett 2007; de
Vries et al. 2016). In particular, the WHO’s Ebola Strategy guidelines clearly articulate several critical
contributions medical anthropology (and the behavioral sciences by extension) can have towards
outbreak management (WHO 2014). First, such research contributes towards “better knowledge of
disease transmission chains,” identifying behavioral mechanisms that may be perpetuating spread, such
as forms of wildlife contact, exposure to infected medical items, or burial practices. Second, the
behavioral sciences can identify “psychologically, socially, and culturally diverse behaviors of local
populations” and propose appropriate interventions. By understanding the culturally-specific context and
meaning of behaviors driving disease transmission, response efforts can react faster and design more
culturally appropriate interventions that are acceptable to the populations being affected. In addition,
contributions from social scientists can help to identify rumors, fears, and misinformation that may be
amplifying risks for transmission. Finally, these contributions can help guide the development of
“empathetic approaches” to outbreak response and disease control, striving to engage the participation
of affected communities to develop sustainable interventions that benefit the largest number of people,
as opposed to “coercive approaches” that are largely indifferent to the needs and opinions of specific
individuals and communities.
A major global health security lesson learned from the West Africa Ebola epidemic was that “more work is
needed at national and global levels to ensure that populations are empowered to protect themselves
from diseases, and to ensure that the mass media have the knowledge and understanding to contribute
to health protection and understanding of risks and their management” (Koser, 2015). One way to
strengthen a population’s ability to protect themselves is to better understand how certain behaviors put
people at risk, and what changes we can make to mitigate that risk. For example, during the 2009
influenza H1N1 pandemic self-protective behavioral adjustments were made based on shared public
health information on risk behavior and disease spread (WHO, 2010). These included work pattern
adjustment, self-isolation of symptomatic individuals and advice to their caregivers, and cancellation of
mass gatherings helped to mitigate the pandemic. By improving our collective understanding of the
dynamics of infectious disease transmission and how certain behaviors put individuals and populations
at risk, we can elucidate evidence-based ways to control disease transmission that can empower
individuals to adopt preventive and protective behaviors. This is especially important in regions with
limited health resources and knowledge of how human interactions facilitate the emergence of wildlife
pathogens in human populations. Being able to communicate these interactions to public health
decision-makers and advocating for behavioral change communication, education, and prevention efforts
can improve compliance with and the effectiveness of medical interventions and public health efforts.
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However, while inundating communities with risk information may increase knowledge, it does not
always have corresponding effects on behavior, as behavior change decisions are based not only on
associated risks and benefits, but also on the identity/self image that a given behavioral choice
communicates to others (Berger, 2008)
Since the 2014 West Africa Ebola epidemic, rigorous behavioral science and qualitative methods have
been built into outbreak response. For example, multiple social science implementers have been actively
engaged in the 2018–2020 Ebola outbreak in eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), including
Anthrologica, an applied anthropology research group which conducts formative and operational
research in emergency settings; the GOARN-R Social Science Group; Réseau Anthropologie des Epidémies
Emergentes/Projet SoNAR-GLOBAL; and Social Science in Humanitarian Action, which produces rapid
briefs on key socio-cultural considerations (Bedford 2019). The use of these social scientific tools and
participatory approaches helps ensure that intelligence and analytics guiding response efforts remains
grounded, while providing valuable insights at the community, institutional, and policy-levels, enabling
timely and strategic recommendations. The difficulty containing the ongoing 2018–2020 Ebola outbreak
in DRC, now the second largest Ebola outbreak in history, is in part due to the vulnerability of the affected
area, a long history of armed regional conflict, and subsequent community resistance, skepticism, and
lack of trust in government and international actors, including the outbreak response teams and Ebola
treatment centers (Vinck et al. 2019). Within this context, applied social science research adds critical
value to response teams, improving their understanding of the social dimensions of risk and helping
identify solutions for more effectively engaging communities in outbreak response and control efforts
(Abramowitz et al. 2015).

Approach
Using Social Sciences to Understand Spillover Risk Before Emergence
While especially critical in outbreak scenarios, the contributions of the behavioral sciences are equally
important prior to disease emergence, as they can improve our understanding of the risks associated with
pathogen spillover and spread, and can inform strategies and interventions for risk reduction and
mitigation. Quantitative modeling approaches have been used to extrapolate data to help understand
pathogen-host dynamics and estimate outbreak frequency and severity, as seen in recent disease hotspot
mapping (Allen et al. 2017) and current research exploring high-risk human-animal interfaces (KreuderJohnson et al. 2015). Qualitative human behavioral research can add further depth to our understanding
of behavioral drivers of zoonotic disease spillover, amplification, and spread (Woldehanna & Zimicki
2015). Human behaviors are complex, dynamic, and highly contextual and are influenced by a myriad of
socio-cultural factors that elude traditional disease modeling methods (Leach et al. 2013; Arthur et al.
2017). A multidisciplinary approach to exploring the social dimensions and human behaviors associated
with disease transmission is fundamental to more holistically understanding the conditions and
circumstances of humans, animals, and environments through which zoonotic diseases emerge and
spread.
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In an effort to strengthen global capacity to prevent, detect, and control infectious diseases in animals
and people, the United States Agency for International Development’s (USAID) Emerging Pandemic
Threats (EPT) program funded several projects to develop regional, national, and local One Health
capacities for early disease detection, rapid response, disease control, and risk reduction (Morse et al.
2012). From the outset, the EPT approach was inclusive of social science research methods designed to
understand the contexts and behaviors of communities living and working at human-animal-environment
interfaces considered high-risk for virus emergence. The purpose was to shed light on the social
dimensions of zoonotic disease transmission and identify potential intervention strategies for prevention
and risk reduction. From 2009–2014, EPT’s PREVENT project focused on formative research intended to
identify risky behaviors, attitudes, and practices, and to increase the prevalence of protective habits and
preferences. Led by the Academy for Educational Development (acquired by FHI360), PREVENT
conducted behavioral research in the Congo Basin and Southeast Asia and worked to identify and
characterize vulnerable populations, and the high-risk behaviors and practices for disease transmission
from animals to humans. In addition, PREVENT worked to develop a strategic framework for risk
reduction and suggestions for policy and structural changes for risk mitigation and disease prevention. At
the same time, the USAID EPT PREDICT project developed a global consortium to strengthen capacity for
surveillance and early detection of virus threats from wildlife and to identify high-risk areas and humananimal interfaces for virus spillover, amplification, and spread for targeted surveillance, monitoring,
prevention, and control efforts. Working with partners in over 20 countries, PREDICT teams collected
samples for virus testing from more than 56,000 animals and detected thousands of unique viruses in
what is considered the largest virus detection and discovery effort to date (PREDICT Consortium, 2014).
Building on this foundation, USAID’s EPT program funded another 5-year investment to strengthen health
system capabilities in low and middle income countries for improved zoonotic disease prevention,
detection, and response. In 2014, a second phase of the PREDICT project was launched in Africa, South
and Southeast Asia, and East Asia as a multi-disciplinary effort with a revised One Health surveillance
strategy reliant on the concurrent sampling of animals and people in identified at-risk interfaces for virus
emergence. This new scope included an expanded emphasis on understanding behavioral risks along
with data collection, synthesis, and aggregation on biological and ecological risks at these interfaces.
From the inception, PREDICT incorporated social science methods into the design of One Health
surveillance plans and the data collection and capture tools used in the field by the project’s multidisciplinary teams. Using a mixed qualitative and quantitative methods approach, PREDICT teams
conducted investigations and collected data that comprehensively addressed the multiple dimensions of
virus spillover risk and improved the development of informed risk reduction and intervention strategies.
PREDICT’s behavioral risk strategy was implemented in 27 countries from 2014–2019 (Fig. 1). Our
strategy was adapted to the host country contexts and specific human-animal- environment interfaces,
yet was standardized globally to enable cross-country, regional, and ultimately global comparisons.
Figure 1 PREDICT behavioral risk investigations
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27 out of PREDICT’s 28 participating countries implemented questionnaires for quantitative analysis; the
exception was Mongolia, which focused exclusively on Influenza A surveillance in wild birds.13 countries
conducted qualitative behavioral risk investigations.
In each country, standard with serosurveillance studies (Miller and Hagan, 2017), a structured quantitative
questionnaire was administered whenever a human sample was collected. This 57-item questionnaire
covered demographics, travel, hygiene, self-reported illness history, indirect and direct contact with
domestic and wild animals, and knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors related to animals and animal
meats and bi-products. In addition to the core questionnaire, 10 focused occupational modules were also
available and were administered based on a participant’s reported occupation or primary livelihood
strategy in the past year. The questionnaire was administered in the 24 project countries implementing
PREDICT’s human surveillance scope. A separate questionnaire, developed to address the unique context
of the countries affected by the 2014 West Africa Ebola epidemic under PREDICT’s Ebola Host Project (a
targeted effort to identify host species for ebolaviruses) was administered in Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra
Leone. Over the course of the project, over 20,000 individuals were enrolled and completed questionnaires
in these 27 countries (Table 1 and Fig. 2).
In-depth Behavioral Risk Investigations
As capacity, time, and funding allowed, each country team could elect to incorporate PREDICT’s
qualitative research strategy into behavioral risk investigations. Qualitative tools were designed to
complement the standardized questionnaire, and 13 countries worked collaboratively to implement this
mixed methods approach. These methods were first used to collect formative baseline data intended to
inform the development and rollout of the standardized questionnaire; later they were employed to either
continue exploratory work or follow up on preliminary baseline findings and finally, after evaluating
preliminary data and insights, to refocus on the identification of intervention and risk reduction strategies.
The countries that opted to include qualitative research in their behavioral risk investigations did so due
to locally relevant high-risk interfaces that warranted deeper investigation into their contexts and sociocultural dynamics. Country teams decided on where to target qualitative efforts and how to engage
community gatekeepers and key informants who could facilitate access. In DRC and Cameroon, for
example, investigations focused on wild animal ‘bushmeat’ markets, and teams conducted ethnographic
interviews to better understand the market dynamics and behavioral and exposure risks related to key
taxa in the bushmeat value chain. In Vietnam, the focus was on wildlife farming practices and biosecurity
measures. In the 13 countries implementing this qualitative behavioral risk scope, more than 2,000
individuals were enrolled in ethnographic interviews and focus group discussions, and interviews were
transcribed and translated (as necessary) for coding and analysis (Table 1).
Table 1 Global summary of behavioral data collection
+ Surveys administered using PREDICT’s standard questionnaire as part of the project’s human
surveillance and sampling scope.
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* Surveys administered using a separate targeted questionnaire designed for countries affected by the
2014 West Africa Ebola epidemic.
Figure 2. Implementation of questionnaires*, ethnographic interviews, and focus group discussions
(FGDs)
*The summary above does not include questionnaire respondents from PREDICT’s Ebola Host Project,
which was conducted in Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone.
Building Behavioral Sciences into One Health Surveillance
By design, the PREDICT Consortium integrated global expertise from the conservation, veterinary
medicine, public health, and social science communities to develop truly collaborative and
multidisciplinary approaches for the early detection of virus threats and the development of disease
control and prevention recommendations. Data collection tools were collaboratively designed to address
ecological risks for emergence (using a standardized observational tool) and socio-behavioral risks
(using a standardized questionnaire with the option of conducting additional in-depth behavioral risk
investigations through ethnographic interviews and focus group discussions). Standard operating
procedures and training materials were developed and shared to assure standardization of the strategy
through the life of the project (PREDICT Consortium, 2019). The strategy and tools, once approved by US
and host country Institutional Review Boards and ethics committees, were put into action with partners
across all project countries.
At the country level, personnel were identified by local partners to lead the behavioral risk scope and
teamed up with Consortium partners for training and mentorship. Because of differences in personnel
background, the training and mentorship plan was structured to introduce the basics of social science
methodology for rapid onboarding while also diving deep into the PREDICT strategy and behavioral risk
tool kit using a combination of lecture, discussion, and hands-on experiential learning. Training covered
techniques for successful community engagement and outreach; how to conduct interviews using the
questionnaire; ethnographic methods and techniques for leading effective qualitative interviews and
focus group discussions; data management, coding, and analysis; and strategies for sharing project
findings and communicating risk reduction strategies.
During implementation, trained behavioral risk personnel joined teams comprised of local professionals
from diverse disciplines (Fig. 3). Teams worked together in the field to engage at-risk communities and
conduct behavioral investigations, while animal and public health professionals led One Health
surveillance and sampling efforts. Though team composition varied, members often included field
veterinarians and ecologists/wildlife biologists for animal sampling; medical doctors, nurses,
phlebotomists, or other public health paraprofessionals for human sample collection; and
anthropologists, sociologists, community health workers, or other public health professionals for
behavioral interviews. Field work and data collection were tightly coordinated across space and time, with
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community engagement, behavioral risk investigations, animal sampling, and human sampling often
occurring simultaneously in targeted communities.
Figure 3. Supporting the Creation of a Global Behavioral Risk Cadre
Bringing together a transdisciplinary team of scientists and practitioners was central to the human
behavioral risk surveillance arm of PREDICT. Representing myriad disciplines, local behavioral risk teams
were provided with trainings specifically centered on the foundations needed to successfully complete
the behavioral risk investigations.

Results
Assessing Behavioral Risk and Operationalizing One Health Surveillance
From an epidemiological perspective, behavioral risk assessments often seek to quantify the influence of
known risk factors on disease emergence and transmission dynamics. PREDICT’s focus also aimed to
identify and assess a range of known and unknown socio-cultural behaviors that could be influential in
zoonotic disease emergence, amplification, and transmission. This broad approach to behavioral
characterization enabled us to identify and characterize a milieu of human activities that could be later
studied to investigate the transmission dynamics of new and emerging viruses. For diseases for which
etiologies are known and characterized, such as zoonotic Influenza infection, this approach allowed us to
determine behaviors that might be risk factors for certain groups (e.g., agricultural workers) and to better
understand the socio-cultural contexts necessary to develop effective risk mitigation strategies. For
example, previously identified potential Influenza risks among agricultural workers include smoking in or
around swine or poultry facilities and a lack of available personal protective equipment; mitigation
strategies included heightened biosafety and biosecurity procedures, assuring use of personal protective
equipment, frequent hand washing, and occupational health programs integrating monitoring and
surveillance of high-risk groups with countermeasures such as influenza vaccines (Ramirez et al. 2006).
Throughout implementation, our teams built partnerships and relationships at the national, subnational,
and community levels. Before the roll-out of activities, our staff worked with a range of municipal and
traditional stakeholders, including officials, leaders, and elders in the target communities, to help our One
Health teams effectively engage with communities and to facilitate permissions and access for animal
and human sampling efforts. Our teams also conducted site scoping visits, and in some cases formative
behavioral risk research in collaboration with ministry partners, which helped determine One Health
surveillance priorities and at-risk site selection. Through this multi-level stakeholder engagement process,
our staff were able to build relationships and teams necessary for gaining community buy-in, trust, and
support for our unconventional surveillance strategy.
Figure 4. Illustrative DR Congo highlights: investigating risk in the bushmeat value chain
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In eight bushmeat markets in Kinshasa and in lnongo DRC, the PREDICT team conducted concurrent
animal/human behavioral surveillance: while samples were taken from hunted wild animals, the
behavioral team conducted interviews with the population living in contact with these animals, asking
about animal exposure and behavioral risk factors and socio-economic drivers of subsistence hunting.
Based upon qualitative insights about the geographic origin of bushmeat coming into Kinshasa markets,
we traced the animal value chain back to Mbandaka, the reported source of much non-human primate
meat. Mbandaka is an Ebola outbreak site, so we used our interview data to generate hypotheses about
Ebola exposure through bushmeat butchering, and did further sampling and serology of primates and
bush meat vendors to test this hypothesis.
Photo caption: A woman sells wild meat at the Mbandaka market, one of the sources for wild meat
entering the terminal urban markets in Kinshasa and a location for previous Ebola outbreaks. (Credit:
PREDICT Consortium)

Discussion
Insights and impact from incorporating social sciences into One Health surveillance
In most countries, the teams charged with implementing the behavioral risk strategy were composed of
both new and seasoned scientists from diverse professional backgrounds. Through standardized
trainings aimed at strengthening skills and techniques needed in both the behavioral and biological
scopes of PREDICT, we helped encourage a truly collaborative and multidisciplinary surveillance
workforce that leveraged the experiences and skills of the broader team. Cross-training staff also enabled
and facilitated the close integration and coordination of our behavioral risk strategy with One Health
surveillance and sampling efforts and project scientists were able to investigate the attitudes, beliefs,
behaviors, and broader social contexts of targeted at-risk populations. This tight integration allowed our
teams to conduct rapid assessments of community risks during early formative research, and eventually
to develop truly multidisciplinary behavior change communication and risk reduction plans relevant to
communities and stakeholders they engaged. Further, the inclusion of social scientists with animal
surveillance teams strengthened zoonotic disease surveillance, as community knowledge and practices
acquired through social science research helped inform the timing of wildlife sampling and identify
additional locations for sampling and surveillance efforts. Our trained social science teams helped raise
awareness about taboos or socio-cultural sensitivities that needed to be considered when developing and
refining surveillance plans.
PREDICT’s surveillance approach was designed to balance human health and conservation objectives
with wildlife sampling targets. Animal species were live captured and released after sample collection. In
communities where rodents are known to cause human illness, such as Lassa fever in the West Africa
region, our teams needed to work closely with community members to explain the methods and context
of this program, gain buy-in for sampling activities, and help identify effective strategies to minimize
rodent contact and exposure. PREDICT sampling teams frequently refrained from engaging in animal
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sampling until sufficient time was spent with the community to gain their trust, often through dialogue on
possible interventions and by providing and presenting specially tailored risk reduction
recommendations.
Integrating the social sciences into PREDICT’s One Health surveillance approach provided a range of
secondary benefits beyond our primary goals. These included: building support, trust, and buy-in of
populations hosting or involved in One Health initiatives; contributing sociological and anthropological
insights on human activities to guide geographic targeting of surveillance initiatives; crafting “empathetic
approaches” to behavioral interventions – either to mitigate outbreak risk or respond to outbreaks; and
designing and implementing One Health interventions among at-risk populations.
In the spirit of community-based participatory research which integrates mutual education (between
researchers and community experts) and social action in improving health, our PREDICT teams engaged
national and subnational leadership and facilitated meetings with provincial/local authorities, allowing
us to directly engage communities in project activities and the research process. In many cases, our
country teams returned to communities every 3–6 months to sample and conduct interviews. Through
these frequent interactions, teams gained trust with community members, an essential element which
helped improve the richness and depth of interview data over time. In addition, towards the end of the
project, between May and September 2019, our teams returned to these communities equipped with
summaries and reports of available project findings along with risk reduction materials specially tailored
to the unique human-animal-environment interfaces investigated by the surveillance teams. Returning the
communities to share project findings is unfortunately extremely rare. We received reports from nearly all
countries that community members were extremely grateful to hear about project findings along with our
team’s recommendations for improving health and conservation. Our teams strongly recommend that
planning and budgeting for community engagement to share findings and recommendations at the end
of a project is critical, ethical, and should be part of all project designs.
Figure 5. Sierra Leone case study: assessing risks to inform public health communications
In Sierra Leone, the PREDICT country team was able to rapidly deploy behavioral researchers to study
populations exposed to high-risk bat interfaces in and around sites where the wildlife surveillance team
had recently detected a new Ebolavirus species - Bombali ebolavirus. The close integration of behavioral
research with wildlife surveillance enabled the team to quickly assess potential exposure pathways in
order to inform the development of public health communications tailored to the affected populations.
Communications included specific messaging for the behaviors, contexts, and interfaces identified in the
region, with special emphasis on household bat infestations and bat hunting.
Many of the Sierra Leone behavioral team members were former contact tracers from the West Africa
Ebola outbreak. After having conducted over 100 interviews with the PREDICT behavioral research tools,
both field interviewers reported that the training they received had greatly improved their interviewing
skills, allowing them to obtain more nuanced information and better prepare them for future public health
investigations.
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Photo caption: The Sierra Leone team delivers the behavior change communication and risk reduction
resource Living Safely with Bats to community members during an outreach and risk communication
campaign following the discovery of a new Ebolavirus in bats. (Credit: PREDICT Consortium)
Social science insights on targeted surveillance
During formative research and the selection of surveillance sites, local subject matter experts or ‘guides’
provided entrée into what were often closed, tight-knit communities. Ethnographic interviews allowed for
open-ended dialogue about target interfaces and the underlying dynamics and drivers of human activities
that, from a public health/disease transmission perspective, could be considered ‘risky’, such as eating
bats, rodents, or non-human primates, or drinking raw blood. Some risk behaviors are considered taboo
from one community to another, based on tribal, ethnic, or social beliefs, and these differences had to be
explored, acknowledged, and respectfully addressed. One important approach was to enroll local
interviewers, when possible, or local translators who spoke local dialects, who could clearly explain the
purpose of the study and reasons for blood collection (a highly suspect procedure in many cultures), as
well as the need to sample their animals (also a barrier for many, as animals, whether domestic or wild,
are prized commodities and sampling was sometimes seen as damaging/tainting the meat or reducing
its value). Early focus group discussions helped describe practices and beliefs about disease that
warranted further exploration, and also catalyzed information exchange between our teams and local
experts, which often informed the selection of sites where sampling would take place. For example,
through discussions with bat hunters we learned about the location of bat roosts or caves for sampling,
and in conversations with bushmeat vendors, we were directed to villages where they bought hunted
meat and where we could move further upstream in the bushmeat value chain.
Designing and implementing One Health interventions with at-risk populations
As PREDICT’s laboratories detected and confirmed virus findings, including new discoveries of potentially
dangerous pathogens, it became imperative to engage our host country government partners and
community stakeholders to share these findings along with recommendations for continued surveillance
and risk reduction. In Sierra Leone for example, PREDICT scientists discovered a new ebolavirus in bats,
Bombali virus, which was the first time an ebolavirus had been detected in wildlife before causing human
infection (Goldstein et al. 2018). The sampling sites for these bats were close to villages and human
dwellings, as by design our surveillance sites were selected to explore high risk areas characterized by
increased interactions between animal and human populations. A potentially deadly virus detected in an
animal necessarily requires an empathetic and strategic human (public) health response. By using some
of the contextual data about human exposure, collected through behavioral risk investigations, our team
worked collaboratively with PREDICT Consortium ecology, bat biology, and virology experts to design and
develop a rapid intervention strategy.
To identify the most culturally appropriate, feasible, and effective intervention resource format, our team
developed a framework for assessing potential materials, channels of communications, respective
audiences, and core messaging. A moderated picture book format, delivered by a trusted community
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leader, was selected as the best tool to put into the hands of our local team and in-country stakeholders.
A communications plan was developed to ensure a well-coordinated effort and timely discussions with
government and community stakeholders, following the release of the new Bombali virus finding
(Goldstein et al. 2018). The resource, entitled Living Safely with Bats (PREDICT Consortium 2018),
leveraged the collective subject matter expertise of the consortium and featured illustrations from a team
member trained in animal biology and visual arts ensuring accurate, consistent, and compelling visual
representations. To refine and test the book format and key messages, focus groups were held with
project subject matter experts and feedback was solicited from project country teams. The book’s content
benefited from cultural vetting by 17 country teams (Bangladesh, Cambodia, Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire,
DRC, Ghana, Guinea, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Nepal, ROC, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Tanzania,
Thailand, and Vietnam).
Consortium experts, including our behavioral risk team embedded with our staff scientists in West Africa,
helped train and support the implementation of the Living Safely with Bats resource during community
outreach events in Sierra Leone, Guinea, and Liberia beginning in July and August 2018. Country teams
utilized the resource in a variety of formats: official briefings with ministry partners, in-person
presentations and community meetings, classroom sessions in local primary and secondary schools, and
local radio broadcasts. In Guinea, radio broadcasts reached thousands of individuals across the entire
Forest Region – the area where the 2014 West Africa Ebola epidemic originated, likely via a spillover
event from a bat (Saez et al. 2015). This resource has been translated into 12 languages, including
Amharic, Bahasa, Burmese, Dusun, English, French, Khmer, Kiswahili, Lao, Malay, Thai, and Vietnamese.
The book was also adapted to share with the communities that PREDICT teams throughout Asia had
engaged and worked with over time. Changes to content in this version included artistic modifications to
incorporate locally salient fruits, foliage, and protective clothing items, in addition to content addressing
Asia specific human-bat interfaces identified as particularly high-risk for virus spillover (date palm sap
collection, bat guano farming and harvesting practices, and cave-related tourism).
Figure 6. Implementation of the Living Safely with Bats resource in West Africa
All versions of the Living Safely with Bats resource provide talking points for moderators. These talking
points cover themes such as bats as essential agents in the local ecosystem, basic ways to live safely
with bats, disposal of dead bats, what to do when with them contact is unavoidable, and managing bats
in and around the outside of the home.
After the Bombali virus was discovered in bats (Goldstein et al. 2018), our teams focused more
specifically on bat-human interfaces for virus spillover and transmission. Country teams identified
specific bat-human interfaces that might serve as potential zoonotic spillover sites for more targeted
sampling, and in countries engaged with in-depth qualitative investigations, ethnographic interviews and
focus group discussions were conducted with individuals connected to a range of hypothesized at-risk
bat-human interfaces, namely areas: 1) where bat guano was harvested; 2) where bats were hunted for
subsistence or sale (animal value chain); 3) where bats and humans share food resources (such as date
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palm or other fruit trees); 4) at bat-community interfaces where livestock and bats co-exist around farms
and orchards or where bats roost in dwellings and buildings; or 5) in the eco-tourism context, such as
caves where bats roost in large numbers and which receive visitors for cave tourism or religious
pilgrimages. This approach led to the design of several deep-dive analyses seeking to directly link
behavioral data with ecological and biological data to generate exploratory risk models, estimate the
potential impact of risk reduction strategies, and ultimately identify candidate intervention
recommendations that could be pilot tested and if successful, taken to scale.
Figure 7. Bat-specific interfaces investigated by One Health surveillance teams.
Several bat-specific interfaces were investigated by PREDICT’s One Health surveillance teams and
explored in-depth through our human behavioral risk investigations. Large market value chains were a
principal area of interest in relation to all wildlife taxa.
Sharing our findings for sustained One Health engagement
Involving at-risk communities in disease hotspot areas is critical, both for developing awareness of
disease risk and encouraging community agency to define realistic strategies for disease mitigation for
their particular community. During the last year of the project, as our country teams returned to
participating villages and communities to share results, community members wanted and encouraged
the team to share findings beyond just their local area, as they realized the value of the project’s broader
impact, and wanted to share this knowledge with other neighboring at-risk communities. They voiced
appreciation of the value of One Health data and evidence, from the wildlife we captured and sampled
and the viruses we detected, to the unique animal-human contexts identified as risks for infection. Even
though risk reduction or intervention strategies we identified might imply changes in behaviors that have
been ongoing for generations (ie bushmeat hunting), their interest and willingness to engage
demonstrates the power of community buy-in that is needed for prevention and sustained disease control
efforts.
A major lesson learned towards the end of the project was managing expectations as project activities
concluded. Due to the One Health surveillance design, our teams collected a vast quantity of data, an
enormous and valuable archive of information that required a tremendous amount of data review for
quality assurance prior to use. Taking inventory of this archive of hundreds of thousands of data points –
generated from human and animal biological specimen data (including geolocation coordinates, other
metadata, and virus level results) and data from behavioral questionnaires and qualitative interview
transcripts – was a massive undertaking for Consortium staff at both the global and country levels.
Sharing findings with stakeholders involved in the project was an obligation that the team took very
seriously, but sharing such findings raises questions about what communities can do to protect
themselves from emerging disease threats. To this end, our teams spent time with these at-risk
communities, conducting focus groups to discuss what might be attainable, and exploring protective
interventions that communities might adopt to prevent zoonotic disease exposure. By working with this
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data and the knowledge and insight gained by our local teams, we developed intervention
recommendations that were then presented back to communities at the conclusion of the project.
Although the primary objectives of PREDICT did not involve developing or testing behavioral risk
interventions, we conducted in-depth behavioral risk investigations to better understand the individualand community-level knowledge, attitudes, and practices that potentially put key actors at risk for
zoonotic disease transmission from the animals they live and work with. When we asked highly-exposed
individuals (ie. bushmeat hunters, wildlife or guano farmers) about the risk they perceived in their
occupational activities, most did not perceive it to be risky, whether because it was normalized by years
(or generations) of doing such an activity, or due to lack of information about the potential risks. Many
individuals spoke about the occupational-exposure to animal disease risks not being as important as
earning a living, so as with Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, physiological needs such as food, water and
shelter, usually come before ‘safety needs’. Satisfying those ‘physiological needs’ requires a cash income.
Participants almost uniformly referred to the socio-economic drivers of the work they do handling
animals, and some spoke about not having other choices.

Conclusions And Recommendations
To be successful, emerging infectious disease surveillance projects cannot focus on surveillance and
detection of pathogens alone. Integrating social science into these projects facilitates more
comprehensive investigation into the specific human activities that are hypothesized to drive disease
emergence, amplification, and transmission, in order to better substantiate behavioral disease drivers,
along with the social dimensions of infection and transmission dynamics. Understanding these
dynamics is critical to achieving health security -- the protection from threats to health -- which requires
investments in both collective vulnerability and individual health security (Heymann, 2015). Collective
approaches are often at the policy level and focus on health security at scale and may include
strengthening surveillance and detection systems, quarantine efforts, vaccination campaigns, border
controls, and real-time reporting of any public health emergency of international concern. Through
initiatives such as the Global Health Security Agenda, there are commitments to health system
strengthening and policy adherence to International Health Regulations at the national level. Despite
these promising developments, individual or community health security is a crucial if nebulous domain of
focus, as is the important role that social sciences can play in its realization. In an outbreak situation,
individual health security is framed as critical “personal access to safe and effective health services,
products, and technologies” (Ibid). The work of our social science teams however, demonstrates that
investments in disease prevention upstream through efforts targeting behavior change helps individuals
better understand disease transmission dynamics, can change risky behaviors, and can further enhance
both individual and community health security.
Effective behavioral change strategies must be evidence-based and begin with education and meaningful
messaging that is focused on the target audience’s concerns. These include socio-economic factors as
well as factors impacting individual and community health security. Identifying health risks and
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suggesting potential mitigation strategies can be achieved in a relatively short time, as we have
demonstrated through our work at the bat-human interface. However, encouraging uptake and achieving
lasting behavioral change praxis in diverse cultures and communities requires committed, prolonged
engagement, as well as evaluations to test and explore the impact of interventions. For example, further
research is needed to better understand which behaviors individuals will change, if at all, and what effect
these changes will have on health outcomes.
Perhaps the most positive outcome from PREDICT has been the integration of social science approaches
with One Health surveillance to work towards community-level resiliency. Our global Consortium worked
for over 10 years to strengthen the capacity for local scientists to safely, ethically, and humanely put One
Health in action from the identification of at-risk communities and sites for wildlife and human sampling
activities to collection and testing of those samples, and finally for sharing findings with our global,
national, and local stakeholders. Ultimately, however, it was the involvement of behavioral sciences that
allowed us to push toward fuller community integration and engagement and toward dialogue and
implementation of recommendations for disease prevention and improved health security. However, the
adoption of these recommendations and ultimately the sustained engagement required to evaluate their
success remains a high priority for further investment.
We encourage future programs to work with communities on educational and capacity-building initiatives
that improve community awareness of disease threats and that work collaboratively towards risk
mitigation strategies. Additionally, we encourage further integration of social sciences in disease
surveillance programs to better identify and illuminate specific and previously unidentified drivers of
disease emergence and spread for individual pathogens, especially between natural and social systems.
While our strategy was designed for identifying and comparing risks for human and animal contact and
potential exposure to a diversity of zoonoses across countries, the broader socio-cultural and economic
dimensions of risk that emerged from our ethnographic in-depth behavioral investigations warrant further
exploration, especially with regard to specific wildlife-human interfaces, the associated behaviors and
practices that might influence virus spillover and spread, and the potential suite of targeted interventions
that could be explored for effective risk reduction and disease control.
As we enter a new decade, the One Health approach continues to break down barriers between silos in the
scientific, health, and security communities and importantly bridge divides between natural and social
systems. For the latter, PREDICT provides a new model and framework for transforming theory into
practice, for “socializing” One Health and beginning to take it to scale.
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Figures

Figure 1
PREDICT behavioral risk investigations 27 out of PREDICT’s 28 participating countries implemented
questionnaires for quantitative analysis; the exception was Mongolia, which focused exclusively on
Influenza A surveillance in wild birds.13 countries conducted qualitative behavioral risk investigations.
Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the
expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any
country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or
boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.
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Figure 2
Implementation of questionnaires*, ethnographic interviews, and focus group discussions (FGDs) *The
summary above does not include questionnaire respondents from PREDICT’s Ebola Host Project, which
was conducted in Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone.
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Figure 3
Supporting the Creation of a Global Behavioral Risk Cadre Bringing together a transdisciplinary team of
scientists and practitioners was central to the human behavioral risk surveillance arm of PREDICT.
Representing myriad disciplines, local behavioral risk teams were provided with trainings specifically
centered on the foundations needed to successfully complete the behavioral risk investigations.
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Figure 4
Illustrative DR Congo highlights: investigating risk in the bushmeat value chain In eight bushmeat
markets in Kinshasa and in lnongo DRC, the PREDICT team conducted concurrent animal/human
behavioral surveillance: while samples were taken from hunted wild animals, the behavioral team
conducted interviews with the population living in contact with these animals, asking about animal
exposure and behavioral risk factors and socio-economic drivers of subsistence hunting. Based upon
qualitative insights about the geographic origin of bushmeat coming into Kinshasa markets, we traced
the animal value chain back to Mbandaka, the reported source of much non-human primate meat.
Mbandaka is an Ebola outbreak site, so we used our interview data to generate hypotheses about Ebola
exposure through bushmeat butchering, and did further sampling and serology of primates and bush
meat vendors to test this hypothesis. Photo caption: A woman sells wild meat at the Mbandaka market,
one of the sources for wild meat entering the terminal urban markets in Kinshasa and a location for
previous Ebola outbreaks. (Credit: PREDICT Consortium)
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Figure 5
Sierra Leone case study: assessing risks to inform public health communications In Sierra Leone, the
PREDICT country team was able to rapidly deploy behavioral researchers to study populations exposed to
high-risk bat interfaces in and around sites where the wildlife surveillance team had recently detected a
new Ebolavirus species - Bombali ebolavirus. The close integration of behavioral research with wildlife
surveillance enabled the team to quickly assess potential exposure pathways in order to inform the
development of public health communications tailored to the affected populations. Communications
included specific messaging for the behaviors, contexts, and interfaces identified in the region, with
special emphasis on household bat infestations and bat hunting. Many of the Sierra Leone behavioral
team members were former contact tracers from the West Africa Ebola outbreak. After having conducted
over 100 interviews with the PREDICT behavioral research tools, both field interviewers reported that the
training they received had greatly improved their interviewing skills, allowing them to obtain more
nuanced information and better prepare them for future public health investigations. Photo caption: The
Sierra Leone team delivers the behavior change communication and risk reduction resource Living Safely
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with Bats to community members during an outreach and risk communication campaign following the
discovery of a new Ebolavirus in bats. (Credit: PREDICT Consortium)

Figure 6
Implementation of the Living Safely with Bats resource in West Africa All versions of the Living Safely
with Bats resource provide talking points for moderators. These talking points cover themes such as bats
as essential agents in the local ecosystem, basic ways to live safely with bats, disposal of dead bats,
what to do when with them contact is unavoidable, and managing bats in and around the outside of the
home.

Figure 7
Bat-specific interfaces investigated by One Health surveillance teams. Several bat-specific interfaces were
investigated by PREDICT’s One Health surveillance teams and explored in-depth through our human
behavioral risk investigations. Large market value chains were a principal area of interest in relation to all
wildlife taxa.
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